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An InFO contains valuable information for operators that should help them meet certain administrative, regulatory, or
operational requirements with relatively low urgency or impact on safety.

Subject: Real Time Mesoscale Analysis (RTMA): Alternative Report of Surface Temperature, Provided
by the National Weather Service (NWS)
Purpose: This InFO provides information regarding the use of an RTMA when sensors on an automated
weather system fail to report the surface temperature at an airport.
Background: Automated weather observation systems provide surface weather reports at many airports
in the United States. Systems such as the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) or Automated
Weather Observing System (AWOS) have reliably provided surface temperature reports at airports for
over 25 years. Occasionally the sensors on these automated systems have been known to fail. Many
airports utilize human weather observers to either back-up or augment these systems. However, at airports
without a human weather observer to back-up or augment an automated system, the lack of temperature
reports due to failed sensors has led to delays, diversions and cancellations in air carrier operations.
Discussion: In response to the issue of missing surface temperature reports due to failed sensors, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) solicited the assistance of the NWS in developing an alternative
system for reporting surface temperature that operators, pilots, and aircraft dispatchers could easily use.
The NWS responded by developing an RTMA surface temperature report that provides a simple hourly
report of surface temperature at an airport, every hour, 24 hours a day. RTMA temperature reports are
now available at approximately 540 Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) Part 139
airports at which air carrier operations could be conducted. The airports with RTMAs are listed within
areas depicted on the RTMA website. The areas are: Alaska (akrtma), Guam (gurtma), Hawaii (hirtma),
Puerto Rico (prrtma) and the 48 Contiguous United States (rtma2p5). Operators may begin using these
reports immediately. To ensure you access the most current RTMA, you may need to clear the cache
memory on your computing device or refresh your browser (e.g. Windows, ctrl F5, Mac/Apple R or
command R or Linux F5, etc.), when accessing RTMAs throughout a particular day. RTMAs are
available at http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov/pub/data/nccf/com/rtma/prod/airport_temps/
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Sample RTMAs
***************************************************************
** RTMA temperature in degrees Celsius at select station
locations COMPUTED: 0743Z 18 May 2015
VALID: 0743Z 18 May 2015 to 0843Z 18 May 2015
*****************************************************************
Station

Lat

KAVP
KLAN
KSEA
KEFD
KMMH
KSPS
KGGG
KAIA
KCAK

41.33 -75.73
42.77 -84.60
47.45 -122.30
29.60 -95.17
37.62 -118.83
33.98 -98.50
32.35 -94.65
42.05 -102.80
40.92 -81.43

Lon

T
17.67
21.37
14.54
26.08
2.26
18.56
21.09
6.46
20.07

Operator Policies and Procedures: Operators who use RTMAs are expected to develop and implement
policies and procedures as soon as possible that ensure the pilot-in-command (PIC), and for part 121
domestic and flag operations, the aircraft dispatcher, have access to, or are otherwise provided with
current RTMA surface temperature reports during the conduct of operations at any airport where
temperature is not being reported by an automated weather system or human weather observer.
Recommended Action: Directors of Operations, Dispatch and Operational Control Managerial Staff
should ensure that the appropriate operator, pilot and dispatch personnel are aware of, and have access to
current RTMA surface temperature reports whenever temperature is not being reported by an ASOS,
AWOS or human observer.
Contact: Questions or comments regarding this InFO should be directed to Theodora Kessaris, New
Program Implementation Branch, AFS-240, at 202-267-8166.
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